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* Intro: context and history
* Model calculations, Fuel Consumption 
Theorem

* State-of-art 
* Main uncertainties



What drives galaxy formation and evolution?

Elliptical

Spiral 

Irregular

age, M*

chemical 
evolution

stellar feedback

White & Rees 1978



Physical properties of unresolved stellar populations

S. Faber, Lick archive



Evolutionary Population Synthesis

B. Tinsley 1972, A. Renzini 1981, G. Bruzual 1983, C. Maraston 1998

Integrate stellar contributions 
weighted by energy – nuclear 
theory - and timescales - stellar 
evolution theory 
Isochrone Synthesis
Bruzual & Charlot 1993; 2003
Worthey 1994; Vazdekis et al. 1996
Rocca-Volmerange et al. 97, Pegase
Leitherer et al. 1999, SB99
Conroy, Gunn, White 2009
Fuel Consumption
Maraston 1998; 2005
Buzzoni 1989

* Energetics
*Stellar  
atmospheres

* IMF



Stellar Models: energy and timescales
Lifetime 1-10 Myr

Lifetime 10 Gyr

SN

NS

WDPN

BH



Stellar spectra

High Te

Low Te

Low g

High g



Integration 

minimum mass igniting H in the core
depends on the age, usually up to 100-120 Msun

but can be 10^6 in popIII stars

Initial Mass Function
1+x=2.35 Salpeter (1955) IMF



Integration Methods. Isochrone Synthesis

Pros: straightforward

Cons:  
- last phase is the E-AGB  
- mass step critical (tip-RGB)
- dilution of the RGB-bump
- only one HB morphology



Methods. Fuel Consumption Theorem

“The contribution of each evolutionary phase to the
total energetic of a stellar population is proportional
to the amount of fuel burned in that phase (Renzini81)”

Lj /LT = 9.75 x 10^10 * b(t) * F(MTO)

j = evolutionary post-MS phase
evolutionary flux (star/yr): rate of 

evolution off the MS

F = ‘fuel’ referred to 

9.75 x 10^10: normalisation constant 
Renzini 1986

Post-MS integration variable is the Fuel



Stellar population model. Theoretical SED
Integrated model SED function of age t, star formation 
history SFH, chemical composition X,Y,Z,[el/Fe], IMF, …

www.maraston.eu
Maraston 2005

Dust applied on top, See B. Draine’s talk



from Courteau et al. 2013 Galaxy Masses, Review of Modern Physics

Stellar population model. Evolution of M* and 
remnant fraction as functions of the IMF



from Bolzonella et al. 2000

Galaxies have complex histories of star formation



Complex Models: the star formation rate

Convolve single bursts (SSPs) with analytical forms for the star formation 
history (SFH):

• Exponentially-declining SF or tau-models (Bruzual 83)
SFR (t) e^-(t/τ) spirals

• Constant: SFR (t) = cost starbursts

• Truncated: SFR (t) = step function of duration τ (Daddi+ 
05) starbursts/spheroids @highz

• Inverted tau-models (Maraston et al. 2010)
SFR (t) e^+(t/τ) SF spheroids @ high-z 



State-of-art and clues to galaxy evolution
1. Inclusion of Thermally Pulsing-Asymptotic Giant Branch    Maraston98; 

2005
★ Accurate stellar masses, galaxy mass functions and dark matter 

content. High-z galaxies

2. Inclusion of non-solar element abundance ratios 
Thomas, Maraston, Bender 03; Thomas, Maraston, Korn 04; Korn, Maraston, 

Thomas04; Thomas, Maraston, Johansson 2011
★ Detailed chemistry: the formation epoch of massive galaxies

3. High Spectral Resolution
Vazdekis 1999; Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Maraston et al. 09; Maraston & Stroemback 2011
★ IMF, radial gradients, emission lines etc.

4. Various Horizontal Branch morphologies, UV upturn
Maraston & Thomas 00; Yi et al. 07; in prep. 2015 



Maraston & Stromback 2011, www.maraston.eu/M11

1. High spectral resolution – theoretical stellar 
libraries – ‘cold’ populations

Using MARCS (Gustaffsson et al. 08) 
model atmospheres



Maraston et al. 2009, stellar spectra by Rodrigues-Merino et al. 05

High spectral resolution – theoretical stellar 
libraries – ‘hot’ populations



High spectral resolution – empirical stellar libraries

Maraston & Stromback 11,
www.maraston.eu/M11

high spectral 
resolution from the UV
to the near-IR

Models for several 
Input libraries 

Important missing
- Carbon stars
- dwarf MS
- [alpha/Fe] as a  
function of Z
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Maraston & Stromback 2011

Bruzual & Charlot 2003

Conroy + 2009

Meneses-Goytia + 15

Just starting: high-res the near-IR 

• Best-fit SSP models to same spectrum of 
optically ‘old’ galaxy (~12Gyr) 

(from Baldwin & McDermid 2015)



2. TP-AGB in model SEDs

Maraston 2005, MNRAS, 362, 799

z=2 galaxies Cimatti et al. 2008



near-IR spectra of local galaxies

Riffel et al. 2015

arXiv:1504.04218

Important for JWST

ALMA may detect 
molecular features in 
z~3 radiogalaxies



OLDER THAN UNIVERSE

Maraston, Daddi + 06

Why the TP-AGB affects galaxy masses?

Undetected in MIPS!



TP-AGB in galaxy formation models

Tonini, Maraston, Thomas, Devriendt & Silk, 2009,2010, 2011 



Z

Z

X Y

3. non-solar Element Abundance Ratios



Models of absorption-line indices with non-solar 
abundance ratios

non-solar abundance 
ratios needed to model 
the absorption lines of 
systems from globular 
clusters to massive 
elliptical galaxies

Maraston et al. 03

•Thomas, Maraston, Bender03
• Thomas, Maraston, Johansson11



4. Horizontal Branch: red, blue, intermediate?

Bellazzini et al. 01

✔✔ ✔

Maraston & Thomas 2000; also Lee et al. 2000



Models with old UV-bright stars
2 parameters: Teff and fuel

A  P-AGB or AGB 
manque’ hot 
component in an old 
population creates 
a UV-upturn 
(Burstein et al. 84; 
Greggio & Renzini 
1990; Maraston & 
Thomas 2000)

10  Gyr  SSPs



Uncertainties

• Intrinsic degeneracies

• Poorly known stellar evolution



The age/metallicity degeneracy
Maraston & Stromback 2011M67, CMD age 3 Gyr



Help from the near-IR
Classically (Worthey94): a metal-rich young SSP looks like

a less metal-rich older one

Revised (Maraston05): true in the optical, but adding the 
near-IR helps breaking the degeneracy
because of the AGB stars



Age dust degeneracy



Overshooting à L (TO)
RGB temperature (mixing-length)
Detailed chemical abundance ratios

Mass-loss
RSG temperature
Nebular emission
Rotation 

Mass-loss
Onset age
Energetics
Spectra 

Uncertainties as a function of cosmic time

C. Maraston in “Tracing the ancestry of galaxies”, IAU Symposium 271



Effect of stellar rotation on stellar models

• Include Claus’ work
• Modified gravity?

Brott et al. 2011



Effect of stellar rotation on stellar population models

Levesque, Leitherer et al. 2012Higher FUV flux up to 10 Myr



Core-overshooting affects galaxy evolution ….

Maraston 2005

… and even cosmology

Moresco et al. 12

… and even cosmology



Again the AGB: how much and at which ages? 
Peak age~ 1 Gyr

ConroyGunn10

M05 overestimates AGB
Peak age~ 3 Gyr

Galaxy models depend on ages of Milky Way and MC star 
clusters and on their observed colours!

Maraston98



Noell et al. 2013

* TP-phase transition

* Peak at t ~ 1 Gyr, 

• Onset age 0.6 Gyr 
with Padova  tracks +
mild overshooting

• Onset age depends 
on MC cluster ages 



Capozzi et al. 2015 confirm earlier results: M05 ‘strong’ 
TP-AGB do 
better

M05 no 
reddening 
fits better 

• 51 COSMOS  
galaxies  z~2

• spectroscopic 
redshift

no preselection



Results at odd (e.g. Kriek et al.): due to photometric offsets?



Summary
•Modern stellar population models include all major phases of 
stellar evolution plus some exotic species (UV upturn)

• TP-AGB keeps being hotly debated. Recent work confirms 
original (strong) models 

•Spectral resolution is at speed with data, but:
**some stellar types (C-stars; dwarfs; high-Z stars) are 
missing
** work needed in the near-IR 

• Element ratios successfully included in absorption-line 
models (Thomas, Maraston, Johansson11), not yet in the whole 
SED

• Stellar rotation important only in a very narrow mass/age 
range: emission lines and the highest-Z galaxies/re-ionisation



Claudia Maraston ICG PhD Lectures April 2008

TP-AGB: the metallicity dependence
• Magellanic Cloud star clusters have ~0.5 Zsun metallicity
• Maraston05: theoretical recipe for evaluating

the fuel for other [Z/H] basics from Renzini & Voli 81

In a metal-poor population the content of Oxygen is lower 
hence O gets almost all involved in
the creation of the CO molecula ----> more stars 
Appear as Carbon stars. 
Less metals more fuel in C-stars
Scaling: 0.5 Z --> 2 Fc



Insights into
model 
components:

-Giants

- Dwarfs



- include all major
stellar evolutionary 
phases

- optimally integrate
the luminosity 
contribution

Progress in Stellar Population modeling

Main Sequence
MS

Post-Main Sequence
PMS

TO

Worthey94, Vazdekis et al., 
BC03, Pegase, Starburst99, etc.

M98; M05

Tinsley & Gunn 78

Renzini 1986



www.maraston.eu

Evolution of stellar mass and M/L ratios
M/L is a strong function of
age & metallicity (via L)
and the IMF (via M) 

* Most gas is ejected in the
first Gyr
* M_fin vs M_in may differ



The light average problem: Outshine from the 
youngest stellar generations

Maraston, et al. 2010



Claudia Maraston ICG PhD Lectures April 2008

Thermally Pulsating AGB in SP:  a semi 
empirical approach
Calibration of the energetics with 
observations

Inclusion in a stellar population model 

The fuel consumption theorem

Log Age

Maraston 1998

Lj/Ltot = 9.75 • 10^10 x B(t) x Fj 



Claudia Maraston ICG PhD Lectures April 2008

TP-AGB in SP: stellar spectra
One cannot use normal model atmospheres because they do
not exist or are highly uncertain for this type of stars

from Lancon & Mouhcine02



Claudia Maraston ICG PhD Lectures April 2008

Mixing-length

•Mixing-length theory: describe convection in a parametric way
mixing-length parameter:α = l / H 
matter travels in rising and falling cells that travel one 
mixing length l before dissolving into the ambient medium.
H is the scale height: distance over which pressure drops 
by 1/e 
• α is calibrated with the Sun in order to reproduce the 
solar radius and temperature. 
We do not know whether this holds at other metallicities

Maraston 2005

Fact is: 
Different tracks have 
different predictions! 
Hard to distinguish which
one is the best
Discrepancy increases
at high Z
Crucial to understand 
the SED of Elliptical 
galaxies



Spectral features

Zibetti et al. 13

Riffel  et al. 15



High-z galaxies: a stringent test as most stars in the 
galaxy should be in the AGB phase

Cimatti et al. 2008, spec-z Kriek et al. 2010, photo-z



M05 works 
better when 
reddening = 0

M05 BC03 give 
identical fits 
when reddening 
is included

• Galaxies pre-selected as ‘passive via BzK’ at z ~ 2
• Spectroscopic redshift
• No offset applied to data
• Full freedom in star formation histories

Maraston et al. 2006


